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Charles R. Farrar, Joel G. Bennett,
Nade E. Dunwoody, and Nilliam E. Baker
I. INTRODUCTION
This report is the second in a series of test reports that details the
quasi-static cyclic testing of low height-to-length aspect ratio reinforced
concrete structures. The test structures were designed according to the
recommendations of a technical review group for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission sponsored Seismic Category I Structures Program. The structure
tested and reported here had four-inch-thick shear and end walls, and the
elastic deformation was dominated by shear. The background of the program and
previous results are given for completeness. Details of the geometry,
material property tests, construction history, ultrasonic testing, and modal
testing to find the undamaged dynamic characteristics of the structures are
given. Next the sialic test procedure and results in terms of stiffness and
load deformation behavior are given. Finally results are shown relative to
other known results, ancl conclusions are presented.
Previous work that has been carried out at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) as part of the Seismic Category I Structures Program for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research has
consistently measured stiffnesses less than strength-of-materials (SOM) theory
would predict in scale models of low-aspect-ratio shear wall structures sub-
jected to working loads. In this context, working loads refer to load levels
equivalent to those experienced by a structure during an operating basis
l
earthquake,which would produce stresseson the order of 50-psi averagebase
shear stress. The models tested thus far have been made of both microconcrete
and conventionalconcreteand have been tested staticallyand dynamically.
Upon reviewof these resultsat the TechnicalReview Group (TRG) meeting
of April 4, 1986, it was decided to extend the experimentalinvestigationof
this reduced stiffnessissue by performinga seriesof quasi-staticload cycle
tests on structureswith similarcross-sectionalgeometriesas the structures
previouslyrecommendedby this group (Ref. l). The test structureswe,oeto be
constructedwith differentaspect ratiosand reinforcementpercentagesso that
variations inthese parameters that exist in actual Category I structurescould
be taken into account in the experimentsand the sensitivityto these 'variables
could be identified.i
One of the purposesof these tests was to investigatethe possibility
that, at equivalentstress levels,a similarreductionin stiffnessoccurs
during static testingas has been observed during dynamic testing.* In
addition, the structureswere to be instrumentedso that the contributionto
bending stiffnessof the flexural bounda',yelements(shear walls in orthogonal
planes) could be assessed. The structureswere also instrumentedso that the
shear and bendingcontributionsto the total stiffnesscould be measured
separately. The separationof the shear and bendingcomponentsof stiffness
was intendedto provide additionalinformationconcerningthe mechanism for
the reductionin stiffness.
A statistical]yplanned test matrix covering height-to-lengthaspect
ratios from 0.25 to l.O and percentagereinforcementranging from 0.25% to 1.0%
in each directionwas developed (see AppendixA of Ref. ll). The first
structurein the sequencewas constructedwith an aspect ratio of l and a
percentage reinforcementof 0.25% in each direction. To remind the reader of
the test geometries'basic characteristics,we will adopt the following
notation:
* Previous comparisonsbetween staticand dynamic tests of isolated shear
walls, of a 1/30-scale,single-story,diesel generatorbuilding and the
TRG-I and TRG-3 structureshave shown that the reductionin stiffness
reductionwas much more pronouncedin dynamic tests than in static
tests at similar average base shear stress levels. These structures
with the exceptionof TRG-3 were all small-scalemicroconcretemodels.
TRG-No,-Ht (AR,%R)--sometlmes abbreviated as I RG-No.-- where,
TRG , the designation for the series of structures designed and tested
using guidance from the program's Technical Review Group, a group
of nationally recognized experts on nuclear structures,
No. = the sequence number in the series,,
Ht = the shear wall thickness,
AR : the height-to-length aspect ratio of the shear wall, and
%R = total percentage by area of steel reinforcing in both directions.
Thus, this report concerns the second structure in the quasi-static test
series, TRG-5-4(I .0,0.56).
The TRG-5 geometry (wall thickness of 4 irl.) was not a part of the
statistically planned matrix, but rather it was a quasi-static repeat of the
TRG-3-4 (I.0, 0.56), which was tested dynamically, Detail_ of the TRG-3 test
appear in Ref. 2o
II. BACKGROUND
The Seismic Category I StructuresProgramis being carriedout at LANL
under the sponsorshipof the NRC's Office of NuclearRegulatory Researchand
has the objectiveof investigatingthe structuraldynamic responseof Seismic
Category I reinforcedconcrete structures(exclusiveof containment)that are
subjectedto seismic loads beyond their design basis.
A number of meetings and interactionswith the NRC staff have led to a
set of specificprogramobjectives,which are as follows"
I. to address the seismic responseof reinforcedconcreteCategory L
structures,other than containment;
2. to developexperimentaldata for determiningthe sensitivityof
structuralbehavior in the elasticand inelasticresponse range of
Category I structuresto variationsin config',Iration,design
practices,and earthquake loading;
3. to developexperimentaldata to enable validationof computer pro-
grams used to predict the behavior of Category I structuresduring
earthquakemotions that cause elasticand inelasticresponse;
4. to identify floor response spectrachangesthat occur during earth-
quake motions that cause elasticand inelasticstructuralresponse;
5. to develop a method for representingdamping in the inelasticrange
and to demonstratehow this damping changeswhen structuralresponse
goes from the elastic to the inelasticranges.
3
A principalcharacteristicof the typicalstructureunder investigation
isthat shear rather than flexureis dominant;that is,the ratio of displace-
ment values calculated from terms identifiedwith shear deformationto the
values contributedfrom bendingdeformationis one or greater; thus, these
buildingsare called "shear wall" structures.
The Seismic Category I StructuresProgrambegan in FY 1980 with an invest-
igation that identifiedthe typical shear wall structureof a nuclear facility
and its characteristics(stiffnesses,frequencies,etc.) as areas where
designersof facilities (BechtelCorporation,Sargent& Lundy, and Tennessee
Valley Authority) felt additionalexperimentaldata were needed. A combined
experimental/analyticalplan for'investigationof the dynamic behavior of these
structureswas /aid out as describedin Ref. 3. During the first phase, the
programconcentratedon investigatingisolatedshear wall behavior using small
models (//30-scale,l-in.-thickwalls) that could be economicallyconstructed
an_ tested both statically and dynamically. Also, during thi_ phase of the
program, a TRG, consisting of nationally recognized seismic and concrete
experts on nuclear civil structures, was established both to review the
progress and to make recommendations regarding the technical directions of the
program. The recommendations of this group have been evaluated in light of
the needs of the NRCand, where possible, have been carefully integrated into
the program.
Following the isolated shear wall phase, the program began testing and
evaluating three-dimensional box-like model structures, lt was recognized
from the outset that scale ,,,odel testing of concrete structures is a contro-
versial issue in the U.S. civil engineering community. Thus, along with the
testing of small-scale structures, a task of demonstrating scalability of the
results to prototype structures was initiated. The details and results of
these investigations are reported in Refs. 4-7.
To give a brief synopsis of the situation at the end of FY 1984, the pro-
gram had tested (in addition to the isolated shear walls), either statically or
seismically, 23 different models representing two types of structure--a diesel
generator building and an auxiliary building. Two different scales [(I/30,
I/I0) and (I/42, 1/14)] of these buildings were used (l-in. and 3-in. walls).
In addition, stories varied from one to three. Although a number of results
on items, such as aging (cure time) and effect of increasing seismic magnitude,
have been reported, two important and consistent conclusions came out of the
4
-
data from these tests. First, the scalabilltyof the resultswas illustrated
both in the elasticand inelasticrange.Second, the so-called"working load"
secant stiffnessof the models was lower than the computed uncrackedcross-
sectionalvaluesby a factor of about 4.
During their review, the TRG pointedout the following:
I. Design of prototypenuclearplant structuresis normallybased upon
an uncrackedcross-sectlonSOM approach that may or may not use a
"stiffnessreductionfactor"for the concrete.But, if such a
factor is used, lt is never as large as 4.
2. Although the structuresthemselvesappear to have adequate reserve
margin (even if the stiffnessiS only 25% of the theoretical),any
piping and attached equipmentwill have been qualifiedusing
inappropriatefloor response spectra.
3. Given that a nuclear structuredesigned to have a natural response
of about 15 Hz really has a naturalfrequencyof 7.5 Hz (currespond-
ing to a reductionin stiffnessof 4) and allowing furtherthat the
naturalfrequencywill decreasebecauseof degradingstiffness,the
naturalresponseof the structurewill shift well down into the
frequencyrange for which an earthquake'senergy content is the
largest.This will result in increasedamplificationin the floor
responsespectra at lower frequencies,and this fact potentiallyhas
significantimpact on the equipmentand on the piping design response
spectraand their marginsof safety.
Note that all three point: are relatedto the differencebetween the
measured and calculatedstiffnessesof these structures.
Having made these observations,severalquestionsarose. Did our pre-
vious experimentaldata taken on microconcretemodels representbehavior that
would be observed in prototypestructures? Hhat is the appropriatevalue of
the stiffnessthat should be used in design and for componentresponse spectra
computationsin these structures? Should this value be a functionof load
level? Have the equipmentaridpiping in existing buildingsbeen qualifiedto
inappropriateresponse spectra?
Thus, the primary programemphasisat that time was to ensure the credi-
bility of previousexperimentalwork by beginningto resolvethe "stiffness
difference"issue. The TRG for this programbelieved that this importantissue
had to be addressedbefore the programobjectivescould be accomplished.
To address these stiffness-relatedconcerns,it was agreed that a series of
credibilityexperimentsshould be carriedout using both large-and small-scale
structures. For the large-scalestructure,the TRG set limitationson the
design parameters. The recommended "ideal" structure characteristics, in order
of decreasing priority, were as follows'
I. maximumpredicted bending and shear mode natural frequency _<30Hz,
2. minimum wall thickness = 4 In.,
3. height-to-depth ratio of shear wall <I,
4. use of actual No. 3 rebar for reinforcing,
5. use of realistic material for aggregate,
6. use of 0.1-1% steel (0.3% each face, each direction, i.e., 0.6_o total
each direction), and
7. use of water-blasted Construction joints to ensure good aggregate
interlock.
A prototype "TRG" structure designed to comply with these specifications
(Fig. I) was constructed using actual batch plant concrete and No. 3 rebar. In
addition, a I/4-scale model of the TRG structure was constructed with mlcrocon-
crete and wire-mesh rebar and was tested prior to the prototype. Both struc-
tures were tested statically and then seismically to failure, or in the case of
the prototype, to machine limits. The I/4-scale model was TRG-I-I (I.0, 0.6),
and the prototype was TRG-3-4 (I.0, 0.56). A second I/4-scale model, TRG-2-1
(I.0, 0.6), was constructed and partially tested. That model had obvious
visual flaws (cracked sections) upon form removal and was never fully tested or
reported.
These tests were intended to show that the previously observed reductions
in stiffness were not related to the use of microconcrete and that the static
and dynamic test results of the microconcrete models could be scaled to conven-
tional concrete structures.
During the static tests, the I/4-scale model, TRG-I-I (I.0, 0.6), showed
results similar to those of the prototype, TRG-3-1 (I.0, 0.56), for stiffness
and suggested that, for low-level static response, the microconcrete model did
an adequate job of predicting the response of the conventional concrete proto-
type. A low-force-level experimental modal analysis performed before seismic
excitation showed results concerning stiffness and scalability similar to those
of the static test.
Nhen the structures were tested dynamically on a shake table, both models
showed reductions in stiffness consistent with previous test data, implying
that the reduced stiffness could not be attributed to microconcrete. The proto-
type TRG structure with its added mass was too large to make reproduction of the
input signal possible. This input signal was a scaled version of the one used
on the 1/4-scale model, and, because tt could not be accurately reproduced
(frequency content of the signal was distorted), conclusions concerning the
scalability of seismic response between the conventional concrete prototype and
the microconcrete model could not be made. The results of the_e tests appear
in detail In Refs. 2 and 8.
At the TRG meeting on December 19, 1986, the group suggested that a re-
duced statistical plan be carried out. The TRGwas not concerned with the
technical merit of the plan but rather wlth the tlme and cost required to
successfully complete the test matrix as well as the deviation from original
program objectives. Th_. TRGsuggested that one cther model with an aspect
ratio of 0.25 be statically tested, as well as a structure identical to TRG-3-4
(I.0, 0.56), and this plan was adopted. This report is devoted to that struc-
ture, TRG-5-4 (I.0, 0.86).
ITI. REVIENOF PREVIOUSSTATIC TEST RESULTSOBTAINED
IN THE SEISMIC CATEGORYI STRUCTURESPROGRAM
Previously in this program, measured stiffness values from static and
dynamic tests have been compared with theoretical values thatwere determined
using a modulus of elasticity calculated from the empirical formula in American
Concrete Institute (ACI) 349-85. 9 The same formula is used for conventional
structures as covered in ACI 318-83. 10 This empirical formula generally gave
a higher value for the concrete's modulus than was measured from test speci-
mens. In the following summary of previous test results, theoretical stiffness
values were determined using measured moduli. This investigation is concerned
with determining the proper values of stiffness to be used in the analysis of
Seismic Category I structures; hence, it Is felt that the best estimate of
' actual material properties should be used when experimental results are com-
pared with theory. The p,_eviously reported comparisons between measured and
theoretical stiffness do, however, provide information concerning errors that
could occur during the design process when material properties have yet to be
measured. Table I summarizes the previous results using both the measured and




Measured Ultimatea Theoreticalb Theoreticalb
Compressive
Stiffness StiffnessUsing Using ACI Ratio of
before Strength, ,Measured Empirical k _Columns
Cracking fc Modulus ModuIus
(Iblin.) (psi) (Iblln,) (Iblln,) ,2 ;:3 2.
l 2 3 l l 3
IsolatedShear Nails
l 0,78 x lO6 4.34 1,60 x lO6 2,33 x lO6 2,05 2,99 0,69
2 0.79 x lO6 5.89 - 2.71 x lO6 - 3,43 -
3 1.0 x 106 7.35 1,90 x 106 3,03 x 106 1.90 3,03 0,63
4 1.06 x lOG 6.86 2,92 x lO6 - 2,75 -
5 0.87 x 106 5.31 1.75 x lO6 2.80 x I06 2,02 3,22 0.63
l/30-scale l-Story
Diesel GeneratorBuildings
3D-2 0.76 x I06 2.70 2.25 x lO6 2,90 x lO6 2,96 3 82 0.78
3D-4 1.74 x 106 3.32 4.82 x 106 6 08 x lO6 2,77 3 49 0.79
3D-7 0,92 x lO6 2.35 2.45 x lO6 2 71 x lO6 2.66 2 95 0,90
3D-8 0.80 x 106 2.30 2.36 x 106 2 68 x 106 2,95 3 35 0,88
3D-9 1.67 x lO6 2.69 4.62 x lO6 5 47 x lO6 2.77 3 27 0,84
3D-lO 1,14 x 106 3.27 - 3 19 x 106 - 2 80 -
3D-II 0.92 x 106 3.09 - 3 II x 106 - 3 38 -
3D-12 1.23 x 106 2.05 - 2 53 x 106 - 2 06 -
3D-13 0.88 x 106 2.04 - 2 52 x 106 - 2 86 -
3D-19 0.80 x 106 4.70 - 3 83 x 106 - 4 79 -
3D-20 1.08 x 106 4.30 3,22 x 106 3 65 x 106 2,98 3 38 0,88
TRG-Type Structures
TRG-I 0.75 x 106 3,77 1,2 x 106 1,3 x 106 1,60 1,73 0,92
TRG-3 4.4 x 106 3.81 3,0 x 106 5,0 x 106 0,68 1,13 0,60
TRG-4 8.5 x 106 4.15 8,4 x 106 9,6 x 106 0.99 1,13
0.88
is 57,000_/f_ and the measured modulus,
aThe empirical modulus, ECACl
Ec , can be computed by the following formula'm
vfc _ Stiffness Col. 2Ecm= 57,000 Stiffness Col. 3 '
bBased on the gross section.
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_A, I_solated,5_hearHall_
The first static tests were performedon single-storyisolatedshear walls
and were reported in Ref. 4. Five walls were tested,two monotonicallyand three
cyclically. These specimenswere made with microconcreteand wire-meshrein-
forcement, l'heamount of reinforcementat the interfaceof the shear wall base
and shear wall top plate was varied along with the amount of momeiLtreinforce-
ment in the form of threaded steel rods locatedat the ends of the shea" wall.
All specimensremained essentiallylinear _p to a load producingan aver-
age base shear stress (ABSS)of 200 psi and a principaltensilestress (PTS) of
600 psi or more. The load at first cracking,as predictedfrom an SOM approach,
agreed very well with the measured crackingstrengthof the walls and the
average split cylinder tensile strengthof 666 psi. Also, when the walls were
sJbjectedto repeated load cycles below the first cracking load, there was no
evidenceof stiffnessdegradationor of increasein the area of the hysteresis
loop for a given load level. Above the first cracking load, stiffnessdegraded
and the area of the hysteresis loop increasedwith increasedload and increased
cycles at a constant load. The ultimatestrengthof the walls exceeds the
provisions for shear capacity as determinedby ACI 349-B5 li.lO.9 The measured
stiffnessesin the linear region were down by a factor of 1.90 to 2.05 from the
calculateduncrackedcross-sectlonstiffnessusing a measured modulus.
When normalizedto a common modulusof elasticity,these static stiffness
values can be comparedwith those measureddynamicallyduring sine sweep and
simulatedseismictests of similarmodels. At force levels that were I0% of
the load requiredto produce first cracking in the statictest, stiffnesses
measured dL1rlngboth the Sine sweep and simulatedseismic tests were reduced
considerablyfrom the static tests and even further reducedfrom the calculated
uncrackedcross-sectionvalues. The sine sweep and seismicresonant frequency
values were reducedon the averageby a factor of 2.60 and 2,0 from the calcu-
lated uncrackedvalue, respectively. This reductionin frequencysuggeststhat
stif_'nessvalues were down on the averageby a factorof 6.95 and 3.95 from the
calculated uncrackedvalue, respectively,and down by an averagefactor of 2.93
and 1.86 from the average measured static value.
B. 1/30-Scale_Sin_tpr_z_.L_Dies_elGeneratorBuildinqs
Eleven 1/30-scale,slngle-story,diesel generatorbuildingswere stati-
cally tested to failureand are reportedin Ref. 6. Nine models were tested
c
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monotonically, eight in the transverse direction, and one in the longitudinal
direction. Two models were tested cyclically, one each in the transverse and
longitudinal directions, These specimens were all made with mlcroconcrete and
wire-mesh reinforcement. Other than the direction of.applied load, the only
parameters tha'_ were varied in these tests were the amount of cure time each
model experlented before testing and the distance the reinforcement was
embedded in the base of the structure,
As with the isolated shear walls, all specimens remained linear up to the
load that produced cracking. This load produced an ABSSon the order of 200
psi and a PTS on the order of 340 psi, At a given load level below the first
cracking !_)ad, the area under the hysteresis loop remained constant when the
load was cycled, and the stlffne_s remained constant, Above the cracklng
load, stiffness again was observed to degrade, and the area of the hysteresis
loop increased either with increases in load level or increases in the number
of load cycles. The load at first cracking was in good agreement with the
value predicted from SOMand with the measured tensile stress of the concrete.
Provisions for the shear capacity of the walls from ACI 349-85 were exceeded,
Stiffnesses based on a secant from the origin to one half the ultimate load
were lower by factors ranging from 2,7 to 3,0 when compared with the calculated
stiffness, based upon an uncracked cross section and a measured modulus.
Hhen similar models were tested dynamically with a O.5-g peak acceleration
random input, producing an ABSS of 6.3 psi and a PTS of 10,6 psi, the models
were again found to behave with a stiffness lower by a factor of 2.9 to ..%.8than
the SOMprediction using a measured modulus.
lt should be noted that the moment of inertia used in the calculated
stiffness value considered the entire end wall to contribute to the flexural
stiffness of the shear wall, and the modulus of elasticity was based upon the
measured values, No effect from cure time or embedment length was observed,
C, TRG-T_ypeStructure_s_
TRG-3 and its two I/4-scale models, TRG-I and-2, were tested statically
and monotonically at low-load levels that produced an ABSS of 28 psi and a PTS
of 40 psi on TRG-3 and an ABSSof 53 psi and a PTS of 80 psi on TRG-I and -2,
These tests were repeated several times and were intended to identify the ini-
tial stiffness condition of each model while introducing a minimum amount of
damage into the test structure. TRG-3 was constructed with conventional concrete
I0
and No. 3 rebar, and TRG-I and -2 were made with microconcreteand 'ire-
mesh reinforcement,
TRG-3 showed a measured stiffnessthat was up by a factor oF 1,47 from
theory and TRG-I showed a reductionof 1,60 from theory, In both cases, the
theoreticalstlffnesswas computedwith a measured value of Ec, However,
the measuredmodulus for TRG-3 was considerablyless than the ACI empirlcai
modulus (2,1 x 106 psi comparedto 3,5 x 106 psi), TRG-2 was found to
have significantshrinkagecracks, _nd resultsfrom this model were not
consideredmeaningful, Hhen properly scaled,the staticstlff'nessvalues for
the two models were irlgood agreement,showingthat stiffnesscan be scaled
from microconcreteto conventionalconcrete in this low-load-levelregion.
Followingstatic testing, both TRG-I and TRG-3 were also tested seismically
and dynamically, When TRG-I was subjectedto a 0.5-g peak accelerationrandom
input,it respondedwith a stiffnessthat was low by a factorof 2,6 from
theoryeven though this excitationproduced only 16.3-pslABSS and 16,6-psl
PTS. Similar stiffnessvalues were obtained during a 0,5-g seismic test,
TRG-3 respondedto a 0,73-g seismictest with a stiffnessthat was reducedby
a factoT of 4.0 from theory at an ABSS of 91 psi and a PTS of 92 psi.
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TRG-4-6 (l,O, 0.25) was tested staticallyin a cyclic manner to failure,
This structureexhibitedrepeatablelinear responsewith a stiffnessthat was
almost identicalto theory until it first cracked at an ABSS of 131 psi and at
PTS of 171 psi. The componentsof stiffnessdue to shear and bendingwere
separatedand these componentsalso agreed with their respectivetheoretical
values, After cracking,the structureagain behaved in a linear manner when
loadedto levels that did not exceed the peak load during the first cracking
cycle. During these cycles,the stiffnesswas redLlcedby a factor of two with
the loss occuring equallyin each componentof the stiffness,
IV, TRG-5 MODEL CONSTRUCTIONAND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
A primary concern in constructionof this model was that it requireda
minimumamount of handlingonce it was built. This requiremer,t would eliminate
damage caused by handling as a possible sourceof any measured reductionin
stiffness. Followingthe same procedureas in IRG-4, the model was constructed
in place on the base of the load frame that was to'be used in the cyclic
testing, The load frame was designed to minimize base deflections, The frame
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was locatedin an indoor test facili'_yso that construction,concrete place-
ment, curing,and t_.stlngof the model could be performedIn a controilr;d
envlronment.
The rc,lnforcementin both the shear walls and the end walls consistedof
No, 3 (3/8-In,diameter) rebar with a specifiedminimumyield strengthof
60 uO0 psi, The bars were spacedat 4,5 in. on center at the middle of the
walls, As shown in Fig, l, a minimum 1,5 in. of cover was provided for all
reinforcement, This exceedsthe cover requirementsof ACI 349-85,7,7 for
interiorwalls ahd meets the required1.5-in, cover for exterio_ walls. The
top and bottom slabs were heavilyreinforcedwith two layersof No, 4 rebar
spaced at 6 in, on center,
Before placing the concrete,22 Eaton weldable strain gagis were attached
to the reinforcementat locationsshown in Figs, 2-4. The gages were wrapped
with fiber glass tape to preventdamage during compactionand damage caused by
moisture,
Next, form work was put into place on top-of the load frame base, The
bottom 18 in, of the interiorwall forms were made of Plexiglasso that tile
concreteplacementand compactioncould be visuallymonitoredin this struc-
turally critical region. The concretewas placed on JulleII, 1987. The first
truck arrivedat I0:50 a.m, containing3 yards of concrete, Slump from this
trLIckwas measured per AmerlcanSociety for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
standardC143-7812 and was found to be 3.75 in. This batch of concrete was
used to pour the base and bottomone-thlrdof the wall. Mechanicalvibrators
were continuallyused to compactthe conL'ete, Fourteenstandard 6-1n.-dlam
by 12-1n,-highconcrete cylinderswere taken during the middle of this place-
ment per ASTM standardsC172-8213and C31-B414. The second truck arrived
at 1:50 p.m,, approximately50 minutesafter the placementof concrete from the
first truck was complete. This truck contained4 yards of concrete. Slump
from the second truck was measuredat 3.25 in, The concretefrom this second
truck was used to complete the model, Again, 14 test specimenswere taken
during the middle of the placement,
The concretewas specifiedas minimum 3000-psl ultimatecompressive
strength, Five and one-half sacks of cement were used per cubic yard of
concrete,and the cement was Ideal Type I-2 low alkali. The course aggregate
was 0.75-1n.-maxlmum,crusher run, Rio Grande river rock, and the fine aggre-
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gate was No. 4 sand with gradationconformingto ASTM standardC33-85,
12
The test cylinders were removed from their forms and were placed in a
curing chamber approximately 80 h after they had been poured and remained in
the chamber for the next 46 d, Forms were left on the model until June 30, 19
days after the model was poured, Exposed surfaces of both the top and bottom
slab were kept moist and covered with tarps during this 19-d period, Upon
removal of the fornls, several voids were found in the end wall of the struc-
ture. The voids were repaired using generally acceptable castincl techniques,
and it was assumed that the structural integrity of the model would be main-
rained,
The test cylinders were taken to Albuquerque Testing Laboratories (ATL),
where they were tested on September 12, 1987, To avoid damage to tile specimens
while in transit to Albuquerque, a form-llned transportation box was con..
structed and foam was placed between each of the individual cylinders, Tests
included ultimate compressive strength (ASTMC39-84), 16 modulus of elasticity
(ASTMC469-83),17 split c',ylinder tensile strength (ASTM c4,g6-85), 18 and
density, Eight specimens from each truck were tested for ultimate compressive
strength and modulus of elasticity, and four specimens from each truck were
tested for tensile strength, The specimens were weighed to the nearest
0.01 lb. The results of the tests are summarized in Table II, and the report
from tile testing lab is included as Appendix A,
On August 24-,25, 1987, Luke Snell, a faculty member at Southern Illinois
University and an experienced independent consultant in the field of ultrasonic
testing of reinforced conc'cete structures, performed an ultrasonic test on the
model, He began by visually inspecting the model for surface cracks and found
none, Next, he calibrated his testing equipment with a standard steel specimen
and procc_eded to test the 6-1n,-diam by 12.-_n,-long test specimens, The test
consisted of applying an audio pulse to the end of the specimen and measuring
tile time required for that pulse to travel over the distance of the specimen,
From this information, the speed of sound in the concrete can be estimated and
defects in the concrete can be identified when the speed is altered as t_e
sound wave cannot travel across a void but, rather, must go around it, Tile
cylinders from the two different trucks showed no significant difference in
pulse speed, and tests at different locations on the model that were known to
contain concrete from the different trucks showed no significant difference in
pulse velocity, Pulse veloclties were determined at 128 locations on the model





Utttmate Tensile Modulus of .../_l-d 33w3/_ .._TdDensity Compressive Strength Elasticity 57 000
(lb/ft 3) Strength (pst) (psi) (pst) ipst_lct_l(ps c
Average Truck 1 143 _BTO 355, 3,BOxlO 6 3,9BxlO 6 3,94x106
Minimum 142 4420 305, 3,33x106 3,79x106 3,74x106
Maximum 144 5130 395, 4,17x106 4,0BxlO 6 4,09x]06
Average Truck 2 144 5190 345, 3,94x106 4,11x106 4,11x106
Minimum 143 4790 290, 3,55x106 3,94x106 3.93x106
Maximum 145 5410 370, 4,60x106 4,19x106 4,22xi06
Ave. Both Trucks 144 5030 350. 3,BTxIO6 4.04xi0 & 4,02x106
a Measured on 6-1n,-dlam x 12-1tl,specimens per ASIM C39-04,
b Measured on 6-1n,-diam x 12-1n, Sl_ clmens per ASTM C496-85,
c Measured on 6-1n,-dlam x 12-In. specimens per ASTM C469-B3.
d Modulus of elasticity determined per ACI 349-B5,B,5.1.
TABLE III
ULTRASONICTESTINGOF TRG-5
Hest End East End
Cy.]i nde_______rs___5_hear H._._I_I......... N_a_]]....................._N_al.l ....................TQp ...............Bas_e__
Average Pulse
Velocity (ft/s) 14 500 13 500 13 500 13 450 13 000 13 300
concluded that the model indeed showed signs of defects and that material
properties determined from the cylinder test specimens might not be indicative
of the properties of the TRG-5 structure, The defects were presumed to be the
voids that were repaired by standard methods (see the conclusions in Mr.
Snell's test report, which is included as Appendix B).
Other investigations 19 have correlated the speed of sound in concrete
to the static modulus of elasticity, However, these investigations do not
specify the type of static modulus (that Is, initial tangent), secant to 40%
of ultimate, etc. A similar correlation, made by interpolating between the
data points in Ref. 19 with the results of Mr, Shell's test, yields an average
modulus of 4.06 x 106 psi for the TRG-5 structure,
V, MODALTESTINGAND RESULTS
The first test performed on the TRG-5 structure was a low-load-level ex-
perimental modal analysis, This test was used to characterize the initial
stiffness of the model without introducing damage and to demonstrate that the
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dynamic properties of the structure could be accurately me_,sured at very low-
load levels (less than l-psi ABS,S), The test configuration consisted of sup-
porting the model with five air bearings under its base, This configuration
was used because it was very easy to adjust the height of the model by changing
the pressure in the air bearings and the motion caused by people walklng on the
model dampened out much faster, Free-boundary conditions were chosen because
they can be most accurately compared with analytical results from either finite
element analysis (FEA) or SOManalys_s.
A 300-1b-peak force shaker was attached to the northwest end wall 4 in,
from the bottom A transducer, located between the shaker's stinger and the
model, measured force as the input quantity. A random excitation signal with a
uniform power spectral density between 0 and 200 Hz was used to drive tile
shaker, Acceleration response was measured in three orthogonal directions at
89 points on the structure, The measurement points are shown in Fig, 5 along
with the excitation point,
The force input and acceleration responses were recorded, transformed into
the frequency domain, and analyzed with _ commercially available experimental
modal analysis software package, Coherence functions showed that the 300-1b
shaker had only enough energy to excite the structure at its resonant frequen-
cies. The frequency domain representation of the input and response were used
to calculate a set of frequency response functions. Typical examples of the
frequency response functions are shown in Figs, 6 and 7 and correspond to
responses measured at points 46 and 76 in the Y and Z directions, respectively,
Using these plots, resonant frequencies can be identified from zero crossings
in the real portion that correspond to peaks at the same frequency in the
imaginary portion. Mode shapes were experimentally identified between 0 and
200 Hz, The mode corresponding to the fundamental frequency is shown in Fig.
8.
An FEA modal analysis was also used for comparison with the experimental
modal analysls. Half the structure was modeled with free boundary conditions at
the base and appropriate boundary conditions applied along the plane of symmetry
so that all modes below 200 Hz could be identified, The undeformed mesh and the
first three modes are shown in Fig. 9, and a direct comparison between an exper-
imental and FEA mode is shown in Fig, I0, Measured material properties were
used in these calculations (modulus of elasticity of concrete : 3.87 x 106 psi),
A comparison of the corresponding analytical and experimental modal Irequencies
is presented in Table IV. The modes that showed up in the FEA but did not showup
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in the experimental modal analysis were not sufficiently excited by the ampli-
tude and direction of the applied excitation. A larger shaker and/or change in
the direction and location of excitation would have identified these modes.
However, it was felt the objectives of the modal testing were accomplished with
the one excitation location.
fmeasured _2 kmeasured (I)[fT icu  ,edJ
Based on the fundamental frequency and noting that where f is frequency in Hz
and k is stiffness, a comparison can b_ made between the low-load-level dynamic
stiffness and the calcl!lated stiffness from FEA. Tile measured stiffness as a
percentage of theoretical is summarized for Various moduli values in Ta,ble V.
Finally, by adjusting the modulus in the finite element analysis so thai:
the fundamental frequencies match the measured fundamental frequency, one can
indirectly estimate the actual r3dulus of the concrete in the TRG-5 model. The
value of E that made the FEA agree with the measured fundamental frequency
c06was 3.87 x 1 psi, the same value that was determined from the material
testing.
The results of the experimental modal analysis show good agreement with
the analytical modal analyses and seem to inoicate that the initial state of:
the TRG-5 model was good and the initial stiffness was very close to theorei:i-
cal. 14henexamining the results, it should be remembered that if nonlinear;i-
ties due to cracking or voids had existed, they would have produced an excita-
tion amplitude depend,ent response in the structure and at the load levels used
in this test, and the, effects of these nonlinearities might not be evident.
The lifting of the TRG-5 structure during the modal analysis was the only
handling of the structure during the entire testing sequence and amounted to
lifting the structure a few feet vertically and replacing it on the base.
Vl. STATIC TEST SETUPAND LOADSEQUENCE
After the modal testing had been completed, the structure was bolted to
the load frame base as depicted in Fig. I. Two 2-in.-thick steel plates were
placed on top of the base, grouted level, and thirty-six, 1.25-in.-diam, steel






















THE RATIO OF MEASUREDSTIFFNESS TO STIFFNESS
CALCULATEDBY FINITE ELEMENTANALYSIS
FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF E
C
Measured E_ Ec 57 000 c Ec 33w3/' : C
Km /Kt 1.01 0.95 0.96
condition. The bolts were torqued to 400 ft-lbs. Next, the two 6-in.-thick
steel plates in Fig. l were placed on top of the model, grouted level, and
held in place by thirty-six 1.25-in.-diam. steel bolts torqued to 400 ft-lbs.
Because the load was to be applied by a force acting on the bottom 6-in.-.thick
steel plate, the connection of these steel plates to the concrete slab was
designed to provide a friction connection and hopefully produce a distributed
load over the top of the structure. This type of loading would be more
indicative of that introduced by a seismic event.
!7
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The load frame was then assembled around tile model, and an instrumentation
frame was also assembled around the model Independent from the load frame.
Twenty-four Ono-Sokki EG-233 displacement transducers were placed on the model
and on the instrumentation frame as shown Fig. II. Ten gages were mounted on
the model itself, providing relative displacement readings that were inde-
pendent of a rigid body rotation and translation. Of these ten, eight were
located on the shear wall and were used to obtain the readings necersary to
separate shear and bending components of displacement. Overall structural
deformations, including rigid body motion, were monitored with the remaining
14 gages attached to the instrumentation frame. These external gages were
also used to measure torsional motion and sliding shear at the base of the
structure and the relative displacement between the steel plates on top of the
structure and the top concrete slab.
An ENERPAChydraulic actuator was used to load the structure, and force
input was monitored with a load cell located between the actuator and the steel
plate. At specified load increments, the strain gages, displacement trans-
ducers, and load cell were scanned with an HP 3497A data scanner and recorded
onto floppy disks with an HP 87 computer. After some initial low-level tests
to check out the instrumentation, the load history shown in Figs. 12 and 13 in
term_ of ABSS and applied force, respectively, was followed until the structure
failed. Each integer on the horizontal axis in Figs. 12 and 13 represents a
point at which the data was scanned. The complete load reversals shown in
this load history were intended to represent the forces induced in a Seismic
Category I structure during seismic excitation. The breaks in the load history
at the end of a cycle were the result of zeroing the hydraulic actuator before
the start of the next cycle. This discontinuity was accounted for in the
final data reduction.
The load cycling began with three 50-psi ABSScycles followed by three
lO0-psi cycles. Before the start of the first 150-psi ABSS cycle, the volt-
meter that was being used to monitor the load cell had been adjusted to an
alternate voltage scale. The voltmeter was not readjusted to the proper scale
at the start of this cycle; hence the structure was loaded well past 150-psi
ABSS (in the negative direction) and into the cracking region. Following this
unplanned excursion in the load sequence, the structure was loaded to 150-psi
ABSS in the positive direction, i.e., opposite to that of the excursion loading
(Cycle 7), and during the unloading part of this half cycle, portions of the
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data were not recorded, Load Cycle 8 was then made to be a 200-pslABSS cycle
but with the directionsreversed (loadingin the positive directionfirst).
Cycle B was followed by two more 200-psiABSS cycle loads in the same sequence
of load directionsas the first six cycles. These cycles were followed by
three 300-psiABSS cycles,a 400-psicycle during which the structurefailed
in one direction,and a 500-psiABSS cycle during which the structurefailed
in the other direction. The load cyclingwas completedwith two final 50-psl
ABSS cycles.
Vl l. RESULTSFROMINTERNALGAGEMEASUREMENTS
The overall horizontaldeformationvs load, as determinedfrom the
interior relativedisplacementgages is shown in Figs. 14-31 for the entire
load historyand for each individualload cycle. This displacementis the top
of the structurerelativeto the bottom.Because the displacementfield over
this region is nonuniform,the displacementscomputed in this manner represent
an average value for the wall. The method for computingthe horizontaldis-
placementwas identicalto the method used for the TRG-4 data and is illus-
' trated ih Fig. 32. With the instrumentationused in this test, four values of
horizontaldisplacementcould be determinedand averaged. Also, it is assumed
that these displacementvalues do not significantlychange when extrapolated
to the exteriorof the structure. This assumptionwas verifiedwith a
two-dimensionalfinite element analysisof the shear wall. The data from the
interior relativedisplacementgages are independentfrom rigid-bodyrotation
and translationand from the assumptionsnecessaryto remove those quantities.
Stiffnessbased on these relativedisplacementreadingswas determined
using Castigliano'stheorem. By examiningthe free-bodydiagram in Fig. 33,
the expressionfor internal strainenergy stored in the structurebetween
SectionsA-A and B-B can be writtenas
L L
U = I (M + Px +wx)-2o 2El dx + I _-_2dx2AeG , (2)
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where
U = internal strain energy,
M = moment at Section A-A,
P = shear force at Section A-A,
w = imaginary unit load,
E : concrete modulus of elasticity,
I = cross-sectlonal moment of inertia, which includes
entire end wall but neglects steel effects,
G = shear modulus,
Ae = effective shear area, and
L = length of the wall between Planes A-A and B-B.
Using standard procedures described by Popov, 20 the horizontal dls-
placement of the structure at Plane A-A relative to Plane B-B can be
determined, and the stiffness of this portion of the structure can be
expressed as
K1_ : l
hL2 t_3 • (3)+ _. + L_
2El 3El AeG
This total stiffness may be decomposed into a bending component and a shear
component yielding
KB = .... 6El2L3 + 3hL2 (4)
and
KS = L ' (5)
Table VI summarizes the various stiffness values that could be calculated
for this test structure, depending upon how effective 'the end walls are assumed
to be and also depending upon which value for modulus of" elasticity is used.
The structure showed linear response through all of the 50-psi and lO0-
psi ABSS load cycles, and the measured stiffnesses during these precracking
load cycles, based on the average displacements determined from the interior





EFfect oF End / 33wi'5 _ I Ave,**
Hall on the/ Average 57,000 _fMoment of// from Test*
Inertla/ZModulus of Cylinder Ultrasoni_ ;
Elasticity 3,87 x lO6 psi 4,04 x lOo psi
Full Section KT : 6,79xi06 KT - 7,09x1_6
I : 1,96xlO6 in,4 KB . 43.0xi06 KB = 44,9xiV-
K S . B.O6xlO6 KS . B,41xlO6
ACI T-Beam KT : 4,31xlO6 KT- 4.50xi06
I : 4.21xlO5 in.4 KB - 9.24xi06 KB = 9.65xi06
KS = 8.06xi06 KS = 8.41xlO6
Neglect KT - 3,21xi06 KT - 3.35xi06
End Walls KB : 5.33xi06 KB = 5,56xi06
I . 2,43x105 in. 4 KS . 8,06xi06 KS . 8.41xi06
_The modulusof elasticitythat was determinedindirectlyfrom the modalI
analysiswas identicalto the average modulusmeasuredon the test cylinders,
**The modulusof elasticitydeterminedfrom the two empiricalformulasand
ultrasonictestingwere almost identical,hence, stiffnessvalues were cal-
culatedwith the averageof these three values,
q
The measured stiffnessvalues were
KT : 6,88 x lO6 Ib/in,,
KB = 51,8 x 10G lh/in.,and
KS : 7,93 x lO6 Ib/in.
Hhen the readings from the exterior gages were correctedfor rigid body
motion, similar agreementwas obtained betweenstiffnessesdeterminedfrom a
3-D FEA, Figures 34 thru 50 show the reduceddata for each load cycle from
the external gage measurements,The method for separatingthe horizontal
displacementinto shear and bendingcomponentsis summarizedin AppendixD of
II
the TRG-4 report.
As stated previously,after the final lO0-pslABSS cycle (KT = 6,88 x lO6
lh/in,),there was an unplannedexcursionin the loadingduring which the
structurewas loaded to an ABSS of about 300 psi in the negative direction.
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After the excursion,a visual inspectionof the structurerevealeddiagonal
cracks on both sides of th_ shear wall. Because of operationalprocedure
error, no data were obtaineciduring this excursion(half cycle). Tileexcursion
was followedby a half cycle (Cycle7) in the positivedirectionto 150-psi
ABSS during which the stiffnesswas found to be 2,9 x lO6 lh/in.
Next, the structurewas subjectedto three 200-psiABSS cycles. During
the first 200-psiABSS cycle (Cycle 8), the structurewas loaded in the
positivedirectionand then the negativedirection. In the positivedirection,
the stiffnesswas 4.28 x lO6 Ib/in.,a 48% increase from the previous cycle.
The increase in stiffnessis attributedto the fact that the structuredid not
experiencea reverseor negative load cycle during the previous cycle. The
load reversalwould tend to open cracks and reduce the stiffnessduring subse-
quent positive loadcycles. Nithout this reversal,the cracks that were closed
during Cycle 7 remainedsomewhatclosed and allowedthe structureto exhibit
the hardeningor increasedstiffnessnotices in this first part of Cycle B.
After a load of 60 000 Ib was reachedin the positivedirection,new cracking
was introduced,as is evident from the change in slope of'the Ioad-deformatlon
curve (Fig, 22). In the negativedirection,the decreasedstiffnessvalue
observed in Fig. 22 would be expectedbecause tileload excursionintroduced
considerablymore damage in this direction.The hardeningeffect can again be
seen in the second 200-psiABSS cycle, during which the structurewas first
loaded in the negative direction. Stiffness in this directionhad increasedto
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2.55 x lO and remainedat this value during the final cycle. The stiffness
measured during the positiveportionsof these two cycles had dropped to
3.16 x lO6 Ib/in. This drop in stiffnesswould be expectedfrom the addi-
tional cracking that was observedduring the positiveportionof 'theflrst
200-psiABSS cycle. A visual inspectionof TRG-5 after Cycle lO revealed
additionaldiagonal cracks on the shear wall.
The load-deformationcurves that were measured after the cracking showed
typical behaviorthat has been observedby other investigators,that is, the
structureexhibitedan increasein stiffnessas load was applied in either
direction,and this increasein stiffnesscorrespondsto the closing of cracks.
The increasipostiffnesswas followedby a linear responseregion near the peak
load, wh'-h, in turn, was followedat times by a drop in stiffnessassociated
with addiz,_naldamage. The hardeningeffect observedduring the repeated
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cycles in the same direction and the almost linear response in the subsequent
cycle have not been previously reported because other investigators have not
employed this type of loading,
Three 300-psl ABSS cycle (Cycles II, 12, 13) were next performed. Again,
there was no evidence of additional damage Irl the negative direction, and the
stiffness was measured as 2,29 x 106 Ib/in, In the positive direction,
additional cracking can be observed at 80 000 Ibs in the load-deflection curve,
Before this additional damage, the stlffness durlng the positive loading was
comparable with that measured during the positive loading portion of Cycles 9
and I0, After the additional damage, the stiffness during the positive
portions of Cycles 12 and 13 was almost identical to the stiffness during the
negative portions of these cycles,
Cycle 14 was a single, 400-psi ABSS cycle, during which the structure
showed similar responses in both the positive and negative load directions.
The structure experienced additional damage, as was evident in the Ioad-
deflection curve at 120 000 lb. After this cycle was complete, additional
cracking could be seen in the shear walls and end walls.
The structure failed in the negative directlon during Cycle 15 at
180 000 lh, Extensive cracking was observed in the end walls and on the shear
wall, wlth many of the flexural cracks in the end wall propagating into
diagonal cracks in the shear wall. The final crack patterns are shown in
Figs. 51-53.
Two final 50-psl ABSS cycles were run after the structure had failed
(Cycles 16,17). Again, typical responses were observed, with the stiffness
values varying from 3.2 x 105 to 8,0 x 105 Ib/In,
During all of the testing, the relative displacement gages that monitored
the sllp between the bottom steel plate and the top concrete slab showed negli-
gible displacements (less than 0,001 in,), implying that a good friction
connection was obtained and the load was distributed _n a uniform fashion over
the top of the structure,
The peak strain gage readings on the rebar for the 50-and lO0-psi ABSS
load cycles are plotted in Figs. 54-59, Also shown on these plots are similar
strains calculated from SOMtheory, In the linear region, consistent results
were obtained for both the end wall and the shear wall. These results show the
proper trends, when compared with SOMtheory, but the gage resolution is not
good enough to expect exact numerical correspondence,
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Based on the resultsof the modal analysisand the Initlalprecracklng
load cycles up to lO0-pslABSS, the initial stiffnessof this structureis
wlthln 99"/°of the theoreticalstiffnessas determinedfrom either a FEA or a
SOM approach.AIso, these resultsshow that before cracking,the entire end
wall contributesto the flexural stiffnessof the shear wa'll,The effective
width exceeds the portionof the walls that would be consideredeffectivebased
on ACI 349-85 T-beam criteria,However, it is believed that the thick
concrete slab along with the steel plates at the top of the structureforce the
entire end wall to be effective,Therefore,the effectivenessmay be due to
the test geometry.Because of the load excursion,no exact comparisonscan be
made with stressesat the first crackingload and either the concrete'stensile
strengthor the ACI's tensile strength.However,all evidence indicatesa
first cracking load of 180- to 190-psiABSS.
The first-cracklngload would correspondto the load induced by 1.3-g
maximum horizontalaccelerationearthquakewith no amplification,TRG-3, the
previous large-scaleshear wall structurewith identicalgeometry as the
structurereportedherein,which was dynamicallytested and reported in Ref. 2
showed a reductionin stiffnessof 4-during a 0.73-g peak horlzontalacceler-
ation earthquake.This seismic excitationcorrespondedto an equivalentstatic
load of 32 900 Ib, an ABSS of 91 psi, and a PTS of 92 psi, well below stress
levels predicted to produce cracking.There still remains a differencebetween
the static and dynamic responseof the similarstructurestested at similar
load levels.
The ultimate load of thls structureexceeds the design load specifiedby
AC! 349-85 (173 000 Ib),However, lt shouldbe pointed out that the reference
on which the ACI design criteria is based, Cardenas et al.,21 does not
consider the effectsof the boundaryelements.The ABSS at failure500 psi was
higher than had been observed in other static tests carriedout in thls
program on microconcreteand conventionalconcreteisolated shear walls and
. shear wall structures(i.e., TRG 4-6(1,0,0.25)290-psiABSS.) This higher
Failurevalue Is, in part, attributabletj the relativelylarge amount of
einforcementin TRG-5 as compared to the previousstructures.
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VIII, RESULTSFROMTHE EXTERNALGAGEMEASUREMENTS
The results of tile data from the test of the TRG-5 model that are pre-
sented thus far in this report are based primarily upon the eight displacement
gages that measure relative motion of an interior segment of the shear wall,
A total of 24 displacements were measured during the test, as shown Irl Fig, II
and the 16 absolute displacement measurements permit additional 'results to be
determined, These results and the results from the 22 channels of reinforcing
bar strains have been studied further to obtain a better understanding of the
characteristics of the displacement measuring systems and the deformation and
fracture process, The results of this additional data reduction and study are
presented in the following sections.
IX. COMPARISONOF DEFORMATIONSFROMRELATIVEABSOLUTEDISPLACEMENTS
The data reduction scheme for both the relative motion gages and the gages
measuring absolute displacements has been described in the TRG-4 report and
will not be repeated here, II For the results that are presented, "internal
gages" and "exteri_al gages" refer to results from the relative motion and
absolute motion gages, respectively.
Figures 60 through 69 are graphs that show the shear stress total deforma-
tion graphs for all of the load cycles, Results from both the internal and
external gages are shown from comparison, Figures 70 and 71 show the first
load cycle at each new load increment to illustrate the development of the
deformatl_n, In either of these graphs, lt '_ noted that the first identifiable
fracture for a positive load occurs at about IBO psi. The first fracture for
the negative load is not identifiable from these graphs because of the un-
planned load excursion,
Figure 72 is included to show the calculated total deformation when the
correction for rlgld-body base rotation is not made, lt may be noted that the
correction technique reduces the peak values by about 50% to 100%,
Table VII has been prepared to compare the peak-to-peak values of the
total deformation as determined from external and internal gages, The larger
values for the external gages Indicate cracking outside the internal gaged
area, Larger values from tile internal gages probably indicate a deviation of
the model behavior from the assumptions made In the derivation of the rlgld-




Shear Stress Internal External Internal
._L_.Y_Q]_,__p__!_. _G_.g.._._i.......... C_g.e.:.... G.a.g.e._.IAd.]_.,.),
50 psi 0,0046 O,OlOB 0,0063
lO0 psi 0,0106 0,020 0,0144
200 psl 0,054 0,054 0,0735
300 psi 0,104 0,126 0,142
Fallure 0,310 0,305 0,436
"Linearly adjusted for the difference in shear wall helght covered by gaging,
Similar' graphs were obtained for the shear deformation, and these are
shown in Figs, 73 through 83, Figures 73 and 74 show the shear deformation
response before tile appearance of the first cracks, Figures 77 and 78 show that
the first crack for positive loads appeared at about IBO psi. These two
figures show the behavior in the negative load direction that is characterlstic
of postcrack response, This was expected because of the unexpected large load
cycle in that direction, which caused cracking (and for which no data were
obtained), Figure B3 shows the first load cycle at each load increment up
through 300 psl, thus it illustrates the development of the shear deformation,
Table VIII compares the peak-to-peak shear deformation from the internal
and external gages, lt is noted that the differences in these values, in
percent, are relatively large at low-load levels,
The corresponding graphs for the bending deformation are Figs, B4 through
95, The bending deformations also show that the initial plus-load crack was
at 180 psi. Table IX shows the corresponding peak-to-peak deformations from
the internal and external gages, The agreement here Is not as good as has
been obtained in past experiments, but this difference is understandable in
view of the magnitudes of the deformations.
The deformation data were reduced to determine the ratio of shear deforma-
tion to the x component of total deformation, This ratio, as determined from
the internal gages, is shown In Figs, 96 through I00, lt is noted that the
ratio plots do not show significant slope discontinuities at the fracture loads
as were seen irl the deformation plots, Figure I01, which shows the ratios for





Shear Stress Internal External Internal
L__v_I_,..__t..... C_g__._.. .. _Gag.___ Gagm(AdJ, )_
50 psl 0,0043 0,0091 0,0058
I00 psi 0,0091 O,Ol'/ 0,0123
200 psl 0,045 0,061 0,061
300 psi 0,095 0,120 0,129
Fallure 0,26 _ 0,34





Shear Stress Internal External Internal
L._._e,_I_,_.p_Et_.... Gages__ _._G_g.P,_L_ G_,g_E.__&_!J.....
50 0,00071 0,0123 0,00096
100 0.0014 0,003 0,0019
200 0,0077 0,0075 0,010
300 0,015 O,138 0,020
Fallure 0,062 0,09 0,084
_Linearlyadjusted for the shear wall helght covered by the gaging,
shows the ratios for the first load cycle at each load incrementdetermined
from the external gages, Table X sulnmarlzesthe results from the graphs, and
i_ shows the near independenceof the ratio on stress level or degree of
fractureof the model,
The torsionaldeformationat each load level is shown in Fig, I03 through
I08. lt is of interestto note that in Fig, I05, the deformationwas of the
order of 10-5 rad to about lO0 psi and then it changedabruptly to about 3 x
lO-4, The load cycle of the change was the first positive load after tile
unplanned negative load excursion,and the step change representsdistortion
from tha initial fr,icture.Once lhat torsionaldeformationoccurred,the
peak-to-peakchanges remained on the order of lO-4 rad until additional
fracturlng (see Fig, I07),
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TABLE X,
RATIO OF SHEARDEFORMATIONTO I'OTAL DEFORMATIONAT PEAKLOADS
Shear Stress Level Internal Gages External Gages
50 psi 0 82 - 0,34 0 83 - 0,85
I00 psi 0 83 - 0,84 0 82 - 0,85
200 psi 0 82 - 0,83 0 84 - 0,85
300 psi 0 82 -, 0,83 0 84 - 0,85
Failure, + load 0 81 0 84
Failure, - load 0 79 0 68
•rwe of the external gages were mounted 4 in, above and below the floor
level at the shear wall, and two were mounted 4 in. above and below the ceiling
level, The purpose of these gages was to look at the deformations of the
Floor shear wall and shear wall-ceiling interface, Plots of the difference in
the readings of these two sets of gages, corrected For rigld-body rotation, are
shown in Figs, 109 through 114 and Figs, 115 through 120, respectively, A
study of these figures shows that the difference in these readings is small,
on the order of the resolution of the measuring system, Also, Figs, III and
117 show that the unplanned load excursion caused some fracture at the floor
interface and not the ceiling interface, Further, Fig. 112 shows a slope dis-
continuity at about 240 psi indicating an additional fracture at this stress
not identified with the internal gages, The plots for the ceiling interface
do not show a fracture there until a stress of about 320 psl is reached.
X, ADDITIONAL RESULTSFROMSTRAIN GAGEDATA
The locations of the strain gages that were-placed on the rebar are shown
In Figs, 2 through 4, A study of the data reveals addltlonal information on
the deformation and fracture process of tile model during the test, This
section of the report contains additional data and results from tile strain
gages.
Initially, all the data from ()he gage are shown, Figures 124 through 136
show these data for gagg 7, Gage 7 is on a horizontal rebar, Flgures 121
through 125 show the llnear behavior before fracture (stress levels < lO0.-psl),
and the resolution of the measurlng system of I/_e. The 150-psi cycle, after
the unexpected load excursion, shows a significant increase in strain magnl-
tudes over the data of the previous load cycle, i.e., tile maximum straln
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increased from 8 e for the lO0-psl test to > 90 /_e for the 150-psl te_t,
This Is the result of changes In the strain field In the model brought about by
the fracture(s), On the next load cycle (Flg, 127), a crack Inltlated earller
apparently grew at a stress of about 180 psi, The behavior in the negative
load directlon did not indicate further cracking, showing the unexpected load
excursion could have been at a stress level greater than 200-psi. The subse-
quent 200-psi tests did not cause addltlonal fracture, On the first test at
the next load level (Fig, 130), the 4, load caused additional cracking at 200+
psi, and the fracture pattern changed enough to cause a reversal of the slgn of
strain In the rebar for the same load direction, This behavior continues on
subsequent tests. Figure 134 is for the failure load cycle in the negative
load direction, and it shows that additional fractures occurred at a shear
stress slightly above 400-psi.
Data from other stl'ain gages also show the occurrence and growth of cracks,
lt is assumed that the cracks are in the vicinity of the strain gage showing
the sudden change. The Indicatlons can be quite convincing. For example, Fig,
137 shows the signal from Strain Gage 12 during the 400-psl cycle, The negative
stress was applied first, and the crack growth at 350-psi is obvious. Then, for
the positive load, another crack occurred at the +350-psl stress level and again
dramatically changed the strain field at this rebar location, On the subsequent
negative load, further cracking occurred in the vicinity of Gage 12 at about
475 psi (Fig, 138),
Table XI has been included to show the occurrence and growth of cracks in
the shear wall based upon a study of the strain measurements of the reinforcing
bars. Normally, tile first entry would represent the first occurrence of a crack
in the vicinity of the strain gage; but for' this test, the unexpected load
excursion, during whl,,h data were not taken, clouds the results somewhat. How-
ever, the unexpected load was in the negative direction only, and it is fairly
clear that the first cracking due to a positive load occurred in the vicinity
of 170 psi. Consequently, it is believed the initial fracture strength of the
model may be identified as 170 psi. Further study of this table permits the
following addltlonal conclusions:
l, The first cracking for negative loads was observed at around 300 psi,
indicating that the unexpected load had a peak value oF less than 300
psi,
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2. There was also additionalcrackingfor positive loads in the vicinity
of 300 psi, indicatingsymmetricalbehavior. This supportsthe
conclusiondrawn about the initialcracking load for the model.
Table Xll shows similar'results based upon the strainmeasurementson the
reinforcingrods in the end walls, lt is noted that the resultsare similar
to the results from Table XI. One differenceis that there was identifiable
crack growth at a negative 300-psi stressduring the first cycle at this level.
This growth was not identifieduntil the first 400-psi stress cycle in Table
XI, though it was still observednear the 300-psi level.
Even thoughthe differencein the resultsfrom the measurementson the
shear wall and end walldo exist, the agreementbetween the two on the stress
levelsof occurrenc_and growth of cracksmust be consideredexcellent. Also,
it is noted that the correspondingvaluesdeterminedfrom displacpmentmeasure-
ments, where possible,are good.
XI. HYSTERETIC ENERGY LOSSES IN THE TRG-5 STRUCTURE
The hysteretic energy losses that occurred during each load cycle were
deduced based on the displacement determined from the interior relative dis-
placement gages. Data from the exterior gages were also examined, but the
results were not as consistent, even with the corrections for rigid-body
motion. For all the load cycles, the hysteretic energy losses have been
related to equivalent viscous damping coefficients.
Table XIII summarizes the hysteretic energy losses measured during each
load cycle. The hysteretic energy loss is defined as the area between the
load deformation curve and was calculated numerically using a trapezoid inte-
gration rule. Several load cycles did not form a closed load-deformation
loop. 14hen this occurred, the integration scheme connected the terminal point
with a straight line to the initialpoint. Errors inducedby this scheme were
considerednegligible.
; To obtain an equivalentviscousdampingcoefficient,the energy dissipated
by viscous damping,UVDI in a linear singledegree of freedom systemduring a
steady-stateresponseto one cycle of harmonic-forcedexcitionis equated to
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the hystereticenergy loss, UH, during one cycle of static loading. A
detaileddevelopmentof this relationshipcan be found in Ref. II.
These equivalentviscous dampingcomputationsyielded values slightly less
than those measuredon the microconcreteisolated shear walls.4 The values
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TABLEXI
CRACKOCCURRENCESORGRONTHFROMSTRAIN GAGESON REBARIN THE SHEARNALL
l
Load Cycle Strain Gage Identification*
Shear Stress, P_! __ 8 9 I0 II 12 13 14 15 16
50 thru 150 psi [No clear indication of crack formation for these tests]
200-I +180 +170 +170 +170 +170 +180
-2
-3
300-I +220 +300 +220 +220 +290 +280
-2
-3
400 +350 -400 -300 -370 -290 -340 -340
+320 +350 +340 +340
Failure -420 -420 -420 -420 -420 -390 -460 --400
*Table values are stress levels of slope discentinuities in the load,vs-strain
plots.
TABLEXII
CRACKOCCURRENCEORGRONTHFROMSTRAIN GAGESON REBARIN THE ENDNALLS
Load Cycle Strain Gage Identification*
Shear Stress Nest End Wall East End Nall
..... psi 1 2 3 4 _ 6 17 18 19 20 21 22
50 thru [NO clear indication of crack formation for these tests]
150 psi
200-I +180 +180 +170 +170 +170 +170 +180
-2
-3
300-I -300 +220 -210 -280 +220 +220 +220 +220 +220
-2
-3
400 -300 -300 -300 -300 -330 +340 +340 +340 +300 +340
-410
Failure -410 -410 -410 -410 -410 -410 -410 -410 -330 -410 -410 -410
-450 -450 -450 -450 -450 -450 -450 -450 -410 .-450 -450 .-450
-470 -470 -470 -470 -470 -470 -470 -470 -450 -470 -470 -470
.-470
l 2 3 4 5 6 17 18 19 20 22 22
*Table values are stress levels of shape discontinuities in the load-vs-strain
plots. 3l
TABLE XlII
HYSTERETICENERGY LOSSES MEASUREDON TRG-5
Peak Average
Base Shear Peak Hysteretic Equivalent
Load Stress Force Energy Loss ViscousDamping
Cycle (p_i) __ _(Ibs) _(In,-Ib) _% of Cri._Ical)
1 50 18 000 I0 3.5
2 50 18 000 I0 3.4
3 50 18 000 II 4.0
4 I00 36 000 39 3.3
5 I00 36 000 33 2.7
6 I00 36 000 32 2.8
7 150 54 000 156 *
8 200 72 000 786 *
9 200 72 000 475 3.8
I0 _0 72 000 449 3.5
II .JO 108 000 2630 *
12 300 I08 000 l 690 4.6
13 300 lOB 000 l 300 3.4
14 400 144 000 12 000 *
15 500 180 000 II 300 *
16 50 18 000 434 *
17 50 18 000 293 8.0
• Cycles that exhibited nonlinear responses. Stiffness was not well defined
during these cycles.
measured on TRG--5are also slightly less than those reported by Housner,23
et al. (5% of critical), and those allowed by the NRCRegulatory Guide 1.6124
for an operating basis earthquake of one-half safe shutdown earthquake (4% of
critical). The damping at 'low stress values suggested by Newmark and Hall 25
are much lower than those determined in this investigation. As an example,
Newmark and Hall suggest values of 0.5-1.0% of critical before cracking, and
values of 2.7-4.0% of critical were measured before cracking on TRG-5. The
damping values measured on TRG-5 also are slightly less than the average
measured data from the nuclear power plant shear wall buildings reported in
Ref. 26. The buildings were tested at stress levels below 25% of yield, and
an average damping value of 5.2% of critical was determined from these data.
During the unplanned load excursion and the first 200-psi ABSS Cycle, the
structure cracked and the hysteresis area was considerably larger than that
found during the previous load cycles. However, the subsequent load cycles at
200-psi ABSS had a hysteretic energy loss that was only on the average of 59%
of the loss during the first 200-psi Cycle. This finding implies that the
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damping that occurs during the first nonlinear load cycle is significantly
greater than that which occurs during subsequent cycles at a similar or lower
load level. Also, this result implies that the damping in the nonlinear range
is a function of the structure's prior load history. The largest energy loss
occurred during the failure cycle (500-psi ABSS, Cycle 15), as expected.
Finally, it is of interest to compare the hysteretic energy loss before
and after the structure failed. During the first three 50-psi ABSS Cycles, the
energy loss averaged I0 in.-Ib while an energy loss of 293 in.-Ib was measured
during the final 50-psi ABSSCycle. The equivalent viscous damping was
initially measured at an average value of 3.6°/° of critical and was found to be
8.0 of critical during the final cycle,
XII. OTHERINVESTIGATORSRESULTS
Figures 139 and 140 provide a summary of the available static test data
for low-aspect-ratio reinforced concrete shear walls. Thes figures give a
comparison of other investigators' results and the results obtained in the
Seismic Category I Structures Program.
Before first cracking, the measured secant stiffness vs theoretical (SOM)
stiffness is plotted in Fig. 139. The majority of test data on actual concrete
test specimens, including the structure tested in this investigation, indicate
that, prior to cracking, an SOManalysis gives an accurate prediction of the
shear wall stiffness prior to the first-cracking load. There are several
investigations of actual concrete structures that show similar reductions in
stiffness prior to cracking, as was observed in the Los ALamos microconcrete
models.
Finally, Fig. 140 compares the ultimate strength of the shear walls with
the ACI 349-85 design strength. In almost all cases, the ACI value appears to
be conservative. Data for Figs. 139 and 140 were obtained from Refs. 2, 4, 6,
7, and 27-33.
XIII. CONCLUSIONS
One of the primary purposes of this test was to determine if, during a
carefully monitored static-load-cycle test, a stiffness reduction of four would
occur at similar load levels as have been observed in dynamic tests. During
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the precracklngload cycles and the low-levelmodal analysis,no stiffness
reductionwas observed,and the responseof the structurewas accurately
predictedwith currentlyused linearanalysistechniquesbased on SOM. These
same linear analysistechniqueshave not adequatelypredictedthe dynamic
responseof structurespreviouslytested in the program even though stress
levels during the dynamictests were well below those predictedto crack the
structure.Hence, severalquestionsremainabout previous tests conductedin
this programand the dynamicbehaviorof actual SeismicCatetory I structures.
In particular,the followingpossibilitiesmust still be considered:(1) Does
microconcreteadequatelysimulateactual concreteirlboth static and dynamic
response? (2) Here previousmodels damagedbefore testing either by handling
or, in the case of smallerstructures,shrinkagecracks? (3) Are there
dynamic effects that cause the discrepancybetweenthe reductionsin stiffness
observed staticallyand dynamically?and (4) In all testing and analysis,
have the boundaryconditionsbeen properlyaccountedfor? These questionsare
currentlybeing examined in light of the latest test results.
This test was also to provide informationon the effectivenessof the end
walls, and up until first cracking,they appear to be fully effective.However,
the concrete and steel slabs at the top of the structureforce the cross
sectionto remain plane, thus reducingthe shear lag effect. After cracking,
the extent of their contributionis not clear and data are still being evalu-
ated at this time.
The abilityto separateshear and bendingcomponentsof deformationwas
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Fig, 8, Mode 1 obtalned from the experImental modal analysls of FRG-5,
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Flg, II, Schematic showlng the instrumentation locatlon and their purpose,
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Ftg, 12, TRG-5load vs load step htstory In terms of average base shear
stress,
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Fig.13. TRG--5loadvs loadstephistoryin termsof appliedforce.
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Fig. 15. TRG-5-4 (l.0,05.6) 50-psi ABSSload Cycle l.
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Fig. 16. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) 50-psi ABSSload Cycle 2.
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Fig. 17. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) 50-psi ABSS load Cycle 3
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Fig. 18. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0.56) lO0-psi ABSS load Cycle I.
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Fig. 19. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) lO0-psi ABSS load Cycle 2.
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Fig. 20. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0.56) lO0-psi ABSS load Cycle 3.
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Fig. 21. TRG-5-4 (1,0,0.56) 150-psi ABSS load Halfcycle I.
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Fig. 22. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) 200-psi ABSS load Cycle I.
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Fig. 23, TRG-5-4 (1,0,0.56) 200-psi ABSS load Cycle 2.
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Flg. 24, TRG-5-4 (I,0,0,56) 200-psl ABSS load Cycle 3.
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Fig. 25. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0,56) 300-psi ABSS load Cycle I,
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Fig. 26. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0.56) 300-psl ABSS load Cycle 2.
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Fig.27, TRG-5-4(I,0,0,56)300-psiABSS loadCycle3,
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Fig, 29. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) failure load cycle in second direction,
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Fig. 30. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) postfailure 50-psi load Cycle I.
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Fig, 32, The method and equations used for reducing the internal gage data,
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Fig, 33, Free-body diagram of the shear wall,
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Fig, 35, TRG-5-4 (1,0,0,56) 50-psl ABSSload Cycle 2 (external gages).
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Flg, 36, TRG-5-4(1,0,0,56) 50-psl ABSSload Cycle 3 (external gages),
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Ftg, 37, TRG-5-4 (1,0,0,56) 100-pst ABSS load Cycle 1 (external gages),
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Fig, 38, TRG-5-4 (1,0,0.56) lO0-psl ABSS load Cycle 2 (external gage:;),
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Fig, 39. TRG-5-,,4(I,0,0.56) lO0-psi ABSS load Cycle 3 (external gages),
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Fig, 40, TRG-5-4 (1,0,0,56) ]50-psi ABSS load Ha]fcyc'le 1
(external gages),
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Fig. 41. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) 200-psi ABSS load Cycle 1 (external gages).
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Fig. 42. TRG-5-4 (l .0,0.56) 200-DSi ABSS load Cvrlp 2 (i_vf_rn_l nmn_,%
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Fig. 43. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0.56) 200-psi ABSSload Cycle 3 (external gages).
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Fig. 44. TRG-5-4 (I.0,0.56) 300-psi ABSS load Cycle 1 (external gages).
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Fig.45. TRG-5-4(1.0,0.56)300-psiABSS loadCycle2 (externalgages).
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Fig.46. TRG-5-4(I.0,0.56)300-pslABSS loadCycle3 (externalgages).
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Fig. 47. TRG'5-4 (I.0,0.56) failure load cycle in first direction
(external gages).
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Fig. 49. TRG-5-4 (1.0,0.56) postfailure 50-psi load Cycle 1
(externalgages).
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Fig, 50. 'FRG-5-4(1.0,0,56) postfailure 50-psi load Cycle 2
(external gages).
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Flg. 51. Final crack pattern on west slde of' the shear wall.
Fig. 52. Final crack pattern on east side of the shear wall.
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Fig, 53. Final crack pattern In north end wall,
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Fig, 54. Strain gage readings in the west end wall compared with
SOM theory for the three 50-psl load cycles,
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Fig, 55. Strain gage reading In the west end wall comparedwlth
SOMtheory for the three lO0-psl load cycles.
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Flg, 56. Strain gage readings In the shear wall for the 50-psi cycles,
Gages lO-13 may be comparedwlth SOMtheory,
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Fig. 57. Strain gage readings in the shear wall for the lO0-psl cycles,
Gages lO-13 may be compared wlth SOMtheory,
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Fig. 58. Strain gage readings tn the east end wall comparedwith
S0Mtheory for the three 50-psl load cycles,
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Fig. 59. Straln gage readlngs in the east end wall comparedwith SOM
theory for the three lO0-psl load cycles,
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Fig, 61, Horizontal component of deformation from external gages,
50-psl load cycle,
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Fig. 62, Horizontal component of deformation from internal gages,
lO0-psl load cycle,
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Fig, 69, Horizontal component of deformation from external gages,
failure cycle and last 50-psi load cycle,
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Fig, 70, Horizontal componentof deformation from internal gages,
first load cycle at each stress level,
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Flg, 67, Horizontal component of deformatlon from external gages,
300-psl load cycle,
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Ftg, 68, Horizonta] component of deformation from tnterna] gages,
failure cycle and last 50-psl load cycle,
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Ftg, 63, Horizontal componentof deformatIon from external gages,
lO0-psl load cycle,
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Fig, 64, Horizontal conlponentof deformation from Internal gages, 150-
and 200-ps1 load cycle,
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Fig. 65. Horizontal component of deformation from external gages, I50-
and 200-psi load cycles
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_=. Fig. 66. Horizontal compone_:t of deformation from internal gages,
- 300-psi load cycle.
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Fig. 7], Horizontal component of' deformation from external gages,
first load cycle at each stress level.
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Fig. 73. Hor;tzontal componentof shear deformation from Internal gages,
50-psl load cycle.
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Fig. 75. Horizontal componentof shear deformation from internal gages,
lO0-psiloadcycle.
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Fig. 77. Horizontal component of shear deformation from internal gages,
150- and 200-1oad cycles.
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Fig. 78. Horizontal component of shear deformation from external gages,
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Fig. 79. Horlzontal component of shear deformation from internal gages,
300-psi load cycles.
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Fig, 80. Horizontalcomponentof shear deformationfrom externalgages,
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Fig. 81. Horizontal componentof shear deformation from internal gages,
failure cycle and last 50.-psi load cycle.
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Fig. 82. Horizontal componentof shear deformation from external gages,
,_,,u,_ _,.,_ a,,u ,a_ uu-w_, load cycle.
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Fig. 83, Horizontal component of shear deformation from internal gages,
first load cycle at each stress level.
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Fig, 85, Horizontal component of bending deformation from external gages,
50-psl load cycle,
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Fig, 86, Horizontal component of bending deformatlon fro,; internal gages,
]O0-psi load cycle.
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Fig, 87, Horizontal component of bending deformation from external gages,
lO0-psi load cycle,
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Fig. 88. Horizot_tal component of bending deformation from internal gages,
150- and 200-psi load cyc'les.
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Fig, 89, Horizontal component of bendtng deformation from external gages,
150- and 200-psl load cycles, r
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Ftg. 91. Horizontal componentof bendtng deformation from external gages,
300-pst load cycle.
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J Fig. 92. Horizontal component of bending deformation rrom internal gages,
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Fig, 93, Horizontal component of bendtng deformation from external gages,
ratlure cycle and 1ast 50-psi load cycle,
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l_i(J, 94, Horizontal component of bending deformation from tt_ter'na'l gages,
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F'ig, 95, Horizontal component of bending tieformation from extern,_l gages,
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Fig. 97. Ratio of shear to total deformation for the lO0-psi cycles.
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Fig. 98. Ratio of shear to total deformation for the 150- and
200-psi cycles.
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Fig. lO0. Ratio of shear to total deformation for the fa'lure load cycle
and last 50-psi run.
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Fig. I01. Ratio of shear to total deformation for the first load cycle
at each stress level,
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Fig. 102. Ratio of shear to total deformation for the first load cycle
at each stress level from the external gages.
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Fig. 103. Torsional deformation for the 50-psi load cyc'les.
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Fig. 104. Torsional deformation for the lO0-psi load cycles,
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F!g. 105. Torsional deformation for the 150-and 200-psi load cycles.
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Fig. 106. Torslonal deformation for the 300-psi load cycles,
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Fig. 107, Torsional deformation for the failure load cycle and 1ast
50-psi load cycle.
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Fig, 108, Torsional deformation for the first load cycle at each
stress level.
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Fig. ]0g. Difference in readings of gages above and below floor for the
50-psi ]oad cycles.
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DIFF.IN READINGSX 103 (IN.)
Fig. ]]0, Difference in readings of gages above and below floor for the
]00-psi load cycles.
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F_g. III. Differ'ence in readings of gages above and below floor for
the 150- and 200-psl load cycles.
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Fig. 113, Difference tn readings of gages above and be]ow f]oor for the
fat]ure ]oad cyc]e and ]ast 50-psl run,
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Fig. 114, Difference tn readings of gages above and below Floor For
first load cycle at each stress level,
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Fig. 115. Difference in readlngs of gages above and below ceiling for
the 50-psl load cycles.
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Fig. 117, Difference In readings of gages above and below ceiling for
the 150- and 200-psl runs.
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Fig, 119. Difference in readings of gages above and below ceiling for the
failure load cycles and last 50-pst run.
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t-ig. ]20. Dif'ference in readings of gages above and below ceiling for
the first load cycle at each stress level.
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Fig. 123. Stra'in gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
100-psi Cycle I.
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-20 _ .... I , I , ! ..... J I ,
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STRAINX 106CHANNEL 7
Fig. 124. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
lO0-psi Cycle 2.
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Fig. 125. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
]00-ps1 Cycle 3.
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Fig. 126. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
150-psi cycle.
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Fig. 127. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
200-psi Cycle 1.
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Fig. ]29. Straln gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
200-psi Cycle 3.
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Fig. ]30. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wail (channel 7),
300-psi Cycle ].
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Fig. 131. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
300-psi Cycle 2.
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Fig. 132. Strain gage data, horizontalrebar in shear wall (channel7),
300-psi Cycle 3.
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Fi!. 133. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
failure cycle.
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Fig. 134. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
400-psi cycle.
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Fig. 135. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
50-psi Cycle I.
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Fig, 138. Strain gage data, horizontal rebar in shear wall (channel 7),
50-psi Cycle 2.
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Fig,137, Straingagedata,horizontalrebarin shearwall (channel 12),
400-psicycle.
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Fig. 138, Straingagedata,horizontalrebarin shearwall (channel12),
/allurecycle,
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Fig. 139. Other investigators' results plus this investigation:
a correlationof theoreticaland measured stiffness.
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Albuquerque Testlng Laboratory Division
September 26, lgB7
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NewHexico 87544




As r_quested,testswere performedon compressivestrengthcylindersdelivered
to our laboratoryby Los Alamos personnel. The cylinderswere molded by Los Alamos
personnel. The sampleswere labelledTRG #5, Truck No.i, TRG #5, Truck No. 2 and
TRG #6. The tests performedwere unit weight, split tensile and compressive
strengthwith cylinderstestedon September12, 1987. In additionto these tests,
strain data was gatheredand stress-straincurveswere plottedfor each cylinder.
Resultsof the testsare presentedin this report.
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REPORT OF SPLIT TENSILE TESTS
TRG #5 Truck No. I
Cylinder Unit Split Tensile
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18r_,,_Av,nu, CONSTRUCTION & MATERIALSCONSULTANT . C_ce:(_18)6_2.2_oo
_rct_lle IL6,2025 ' Hon'_: (618) 692-0691
September 3, 1987
Joel Bennett
Los Alamos National Laboratory
HS J576
Los A/amos, NM 8?545
Subject: Inspection of TRG-5 and TRG-6 Models
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico
Our Job No. LS87-354
Gentlemen :
The writer hag completed the Inspection of the above
r_ferenced models. The purpose of this Inspection was to
determine the uniformity of the concrete and to determ:ine :if the
concrete contained flaws. This report documents our ftnd:ings.
On August 24 and 25, 1987, the writer examined the TRG-5 and
TRG-6 models. The examination conGlsted of two separate
Inspections. The first was a visual Inspectlon using hand-held
magnifying glasses. The second inspection wag to determine the
velocities of ultrasonic waves through the concrete.
The velocity of the ultrasonic wave was determined by
measuring the wall th:ickness and measur:ing the time for the
ultrasonic wave or a pulse to travel from a sending transducer,
through the concrete to a receiving transducer: the velocity of
the ultrasonic wave or the pulse velocity was then calculated by:
pulse velocity = distance divided by t:ime.
Past experience and research ha_ shown that the pulse
veloclty value can be related to concrete strength and the _ta=Ic
modulus of elast:icity. Also, if the pulse velocities are
relatively uniform, then the concrete is assumed to be of uniform
quallty and wlthout flaws.
The equipment ts generically ca/led pulse velocity
equipment. Our equipment :is manufactured by James Electronic
Company and 1o ca/led the V-meter. The testing of each model
will be discussed separately.
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Model TRG-5
During our testing the following was determined:
_1. The visual inspection indicated that the model had
several internal and external voids that had been
repaY, red. Several of these repairs appeared to be
satisfactory. Other repairs were poorly bonded to the
concrete and were easily removed. Several surface
voids were also noted. The model does not appear to
have internal voids that had not been repaired.
2. Test cylinders: Four concrete test cylinders were
examined to determine their pulse velocity. The
cylinders were made from the two trucks that provided
concrete to make the model. The pulse velocities
ranged from 14,300 to 14,700 ft./sec, with an average
velocity of 14,500 ft./sec.
3. Shear wall: 36 pulse velocities were determined for
the shear wall. These pulse velocity ranged from
11,400 to 14,400 feet per second with an average of
13,100 feet per second.
4. Base: 4 pulse velocities were determlned on the base.
The pulse velocities ranged from 12,800 to 13,600 feet
per second with an averaue velocltv of 13,300 feet per
second.
5. Roof: 8 pulse velocities were determined on the roof.
The pulse velocities ranged from 12,300 to 13,300 feet
per second with an avera;_e velocltv of 13,000 feet Der
second.
6. Northwest Wing Wall: 20 pulse velocities were
determined on this wlng wall. These pulse velocities
ranged from 12,800 to :14,3OO feet per second with an
average velocity of 13,400 feet per second.
?. Northeast Wino Wall: 20 pulse velocities were
determined on this wing wall. These pulse velocities
ran cled from 12,000 to 14,300 feet Der second with an
average velocity of 13,200 feet per second.
8. Southwest W_ng Wall: 20 pulse velocities were
determined on this wing wall. These pulse velocities
ranged from 12,400 to 14,900 feet Der second with an
average velocity of 13,600 feet per second.
9. Southeast W_ng Wall: 20 pulse velocities were
determined on thls wing wall. These pulse velocities
rankled from 13,200 to 14,100 feet Der second w lth an
average velocity of 13,?00 feet per second.
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The pulse velocities of the four concrete cylinders were
nearly Identlcal. This indicates that the concrete strength and
static modulus of elasticity for each load of concrete would be
similar.
The pulse velocities in the model were not uniform and were
below the pulse veJ_citles of the tested concrete cylinders.
This indicates that tns concrete in the model is not uniform and
the test cylinders may not accurately describe the concrete
strength and the modulus of elasticity of the model.
The use of pulse velocities to estimate compressive strength
and static modulus of elacticity is inexact and should be used
only to indicate approximate values. Using the generalized data
developed from past research, the compressive strength of the
model would be variable but should exceed 3,000 psi. The static
modulus of elasticity would a/so be variable but should exceed
3,000,000 psi.
Model TRG-6
During our testing the fOllowing was determined:
1. Visual Inspection: The visual inspection indicated
that this model did not appear to have external voids.
2. Test Cylinders: Two 6 x 12 inch cylinders were
examined to determine pulse velocities. These pulse
velocities had an velocity of 14,100 feet per second.
There was no variation in 'the pulse velocity between
cyltnders.
3. Shearwall: 8 pulse velocitte_ were determined for the
shear wall. These pulse velocities ranged from 13,500
to 14,300 feet per second with an average of 13,900
feet per second.
4. Base: No readings were determined for the base.
5. Roof: 19 pulse velocities were determined on the roof.
The pulse velocities ranged from 12,900 to 13,700 feet
per second with an average velocity of 13,100 feet per
second_
6. Wing Walls: 8 pulse velocities were determined on the
wing walls. These pulse velocities ranged from 13,000
to 14,000 feet per second with an average velocity of
13,600 feet per second.
The pulse velocities in the model were fairly uniform and
similar to the pulse velocltAes of the tested cylinders. This
indicates that the concrete in the structure is of uniform
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quality and that the concret, strength and static modulus of
elasticity of the model can be accurately determined from the
concrete cylinders.
Since the pulse velocities were fairly uniform and the
visual inspection did not indicate any external flaws, it is our
opinion that the concrete mod_l does not contain internal flawu.
The use of pulse velocities to estimate compressive strength
and static modulus ofelastlclty is inexact and should be used
only to indicate approximate values. Using the generalized data
developed from past research, the compressive strength would be
in excess of 3,000 psi and static modulus of elasticity would be
in excess of 3,000,000 psl.
Conclusions
I was instructed that Model TRG-5 will have additional
repairs to the surface flaws. In my opinion, these repalr8 (if
well bonded and of comparable concrete strength) will ellmlnate
some of the non-unlformlty of the concrete in the model.
The variations of the pulse velocity in this model and the
lower pulse velocities of the model to the test cyllndern
indicates that the concrete in the model is non-unlform and may
be of lower strength than the test cylinders. The percent of
repaired concrete is quite small (estimated to be less than 2_),
If the repairs are successfully completed, its impact on the
structural behavior would likely be insignificant.
The lower strength of the concrete in this model (as
compared to the test cylinders) and the variation of the concrete
may have an _nfluence on the structural behavior.
Model TRG-6 appears to be well made and no apparent problems
were noted. The concrete cylinders appear to be consistent w_th
the concrete in the model and will be a good indication of the
strength of the concrete in the model.
It has been a prlvlledge working with you on this project.
If you have any questions or if we can be of future service,




FIELD MEASUREMENTS FOR TRG-5
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Cylinders (6 x 12 tnvh)







Shear Wall - Thlckness - 4 Inches
Readtngs on approximately 1 ° centers
Measured from base
Distance From Time tr_ 10 -6 Seconds
Westwall (inches)
10 23.2, 23.3, 24._, 2B.3, 27.9, 26.9
24 23.4, 23.5, 24.8, 28.9, 25.0, 24.9
36 24.1, 24.1, 24.3, 26.0, 25.7, 26.4
48 25.9, 27.1, 26.7, 26.9, 26.3, 26.4
60 25.5, 29.2so26.?, 26.9, 25.4, 25.3
72 28.1, 28.6, 25.1, 26.1, 25.3, 25.0
Test on Repair - 26.1
•Took several readings in thls area. The shear wall in this a_ea
appears to have surface flaws.
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Walls- Thickness . 4 _nohes
Readings on approximately one foot centers
Measured from Shear Wall
Distance from Base Time in 10 -6 Second8
(_n feet)
Southwest Wall
1 24.4, 26.5, 25.I, 25.4
2 24.3, 25.7, 25.4, 23.5
3 23.3, 22.4, 24.1, 25.2
4 24.1, 23.0, 25.4, 24.8
6 24.4, 22.9, 23.1, 2_,9
Northwest Wall
I 24.4, 24,9, 29.3, 24.4
2 25.1, 26.0, 24,9, 23,9
3 24,5, 25.8, 24.3, 25,3
4 25.4, 25.9, 24.4, 24,9
6 25.5, 23.3, 23.8, 24,9
Southeast Wall
I 23.7, 23,6, 23.7, 23.6
2 23.8, 24.4, 23.7, 23.6
3 23.7, 25.1, 23.3, 24.6
4 24.9, 25.0, 25.0, 24.3
6 23.8, 23.8, 23.3, 24,4
Northeast Wall
I 24.4, 24.5, 25.2, 24.9
2 24.9, 25.0, 25.1, 25.9
3 25.3, 24.8, 25,0, 24,9
4 26.8, 27.7, 25.5, 25.5
6 23.3, 23.8, 24.0, 24.7
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Root - Thiukness = 8 inches
Location Time x 10 .6 Seconds
North
At quarter points 54, 51, SO, 51
South
At quarter points 51, 50, 50, 53
Base - Thickness = 6 tnche_
Location Time x 10 -6 Seconds
South
At front quarter points 49, 52
North
At front quarter points 51, 49
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APPENDIX
FIELD MEASUREMENTS FOR TRO-6
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TRG-6
Roofs - Thickness = 8 inches
Readlngs on approximately 1.5 feet _ntervals
Measured from East Wall
North
D_stance T_me x 10 -6 Seconds
1 foot from opened end 49.5, 49.9, 49,6, 51.9
1 foot from shear wall 51,7, 50.4, 51,7, 51,6
2.5 feet from opening 50.1, -, -, 52.9
South
I foot from open end 49.1, 48.5, 49.9, 51.9
1/2 foot from shear wall 52.5, 53.7, 51.5, 53.5
TRG-6 Shear Wall - Thickness . 8 Inches
Readings on approximately 1.5 feet center
Measured from E_t Wall
Distance Time x 10 -5 Seconds
I foot from roof 35.9, 35.7, 36.1, 37.1
1 foot from bottom 35.0, 36.1, 36.1, 35.9
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TRG-6 Walls - Thlckne_s = 6"
Readings on approximately 2 feet Intervals
Measures frum open end
Northwest
Distance Time x 10 -6 Seconds
1.5 feet from top 37.9, 38.4
Northeast
1.5 feet from top 36.7, 36.5
Southwest
1.5 feet from top 35.8, 36.8
Southeast
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